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        Dentist – Carrollton, TX 

        
            Your smile.
 Your confidence.
 Our passion.

            Request an Appointment
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            We approach
 dentistry differently.

        
        
            When looking for the right dentist in Carrollton, patients shouldn’t have to choose between convenience
                and quality. My dental office is built around providing the best of both worlds: comprehensive, top-tier
                oral healthcare in one accessible location. We look forward to exceeding your expectations!

            
            Dr. Tarangini Suggala

            Tarangini Suggala, DMD 

            Dr. Ali Albeer

            Ali Albeer, DDS, FAGD
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                        What Makes Rosemeade Dental Unique?
                        Dedicated to
 Your Safety

                        We use protective equipment, modern dental technology, and top-tier sanitation protocols to
                            keep our patients’ health well-guarded during each appointment.

                        Learn About Our Safety Measures 
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                        What Makes Rosemeade Dental Unique?
                        Focused on
 Your Comfort

                        Whether you’re coming in for routine care or dental
                                implants, you’ll enjoy cutting-edge technology and a modern atmosphere to keep
                            you comfortable.

                        Tour Our Dental Office 
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                        What Makes Rosemeade Dental Unique?
                        All Dentistry
 Under 1 Roof

                        By offering dental treatment options for smiles of all ages, we make ongoing dental care
                            simple without cutting corners on precision, detail, and durability.

                        Explore Our Dental Services 
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                        What Makes Rosemeade Dental Unique?
                        State-of-the-Art
 Dentistry

                        Our dental team is committed to staying at the forefront of new technological developments,
                            incorporating tools like  a CBCT scanner, and more.

                        See Our Dental Technology 
                    
                

            

            
        

        
            
            

            
        

    



    
        
            "The staff is awesome at Rosemeade Dental. Dr. Albeer did an excellent job and made me feel at ease
                during the extractions and placing the implant. Nobody likes going to the dentist but these folks make
                you feel very comfortable."

            
                

                
                    Ed D.
                    
                    Carrolton, TX

                

            
        

        
            "Visiting this office today was a game changer. I have visited multiple dentists prior to this one and
                they were all shady. Dr. Ali's office is upfront, their top priority is the patient. Im no longer in
                pain and I so grateful I found this office."

            
                

                
                    Akram H.
                    
                    Farmers Branch, TX

                

            
        

        
            "Very professional and friendly staff. I’ve always been a little afraid of visits at dentists, but not
                anymore, after visiting Rosemeade Dental. :) They treated my teeth very carefully and everything was
                pretty much painless. Thank you!"

            
                

                
                    Oliver A.
                    
                    Carrolton, TX

                

            
        

    

    
        
        

        
    

    Read More Dental Reviews


    
        Dental Education, Experience & Service

        Meet
 Our Doctors

        Our team of dentists believes that nothing should come between their patients and the great dental health
            they deserve. Our dentists are well-known for their attentive, gentle approach, and they also take the time
            to learn about you as an individual before recommending treatment. Dr. Suggala graduated with honors in DMD
            from “The Boston University Henry M. Goldman School of Dental Medicine and Dr. Albeer is Fellow of the
            Academy of General Dentistry (an honor only around 6% of general dentists in the United States achieve) as
            well. With both proven lifelong commitments to their continuing education too. From essential preventive
            dental care to beautiful cosmetic dentistry, in their treatment chair,
            you can relax and know that you will be well cared for every step of the way with our team!

        Get To Know Our Doctors
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     Dr. Suggala DMD & Dr. Ali Albeer DDS, FAGD 



    
        
            Featured Dental Services

            How can we help you?

            At Rosemeade Dental, we’re proud to call ourselves a “one-stop shop!” Our dental team near you offers a
                wide variety of treatment options for the entire family while minimizing recommendations to outside
                dental offices. Not only does this save you and your loved ones valuable travel time, but it allows
                everyone to stay with a dental team they already know and trust over the years. Whether you’re
                ready to replace missing teeth with dentures, conceal imperfections with veneers, or schedule your six-month dental checkup, Dr. Suggala and Dr.
                Albeer looks forward
                to getting started.

            Explore All Our Dental Services
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                I Need a
 Checkup & Cleaning
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                I Have a
 Cavity or Broken Tooth
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                I am
 Missing One or More Teeth
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                I Need a
 Dentist for My Child
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                I am
 In Pain & Need Help
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                I Want to
 Enhance My Smile

            
        
    



    Dentistry Made Affordable

    
        
            I have dental insurance.

            We’re proud to be in-network with most dental insurances, including Medicaid. Our team members are
                experts at filing claims and maximizing our patients’ well-deserved benefits! 

            Find Your Plan
        

        
            I don’t have dental insurance.

            Covering the cost of big dental treatment plans doesn’t have to be stress-inducing. Low-interest
                financing can help patients spread out payments in budget-friendly ways. 

            Learn More About CareCredit®
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        Frequently Asked Questions
    

    
        Having worked with all kinds of patients in Carrollton, we have naturally received a wide variety of dental questions. We always strive to fully address any concerns that our patients might have so that they can feel confident about the care they receive. You’re naturally welcome to ask our team any questions that have been on your mind, but before that, you may find it helpful to check the FAQs below to see how we’ve responded to some particularly common inquiries.
    

    
		
			
				How Can I Make a Same-Day Appointment with a Dentist?
			

			
				Sometimes you can’t afford to wait for a dental visit; certain oral health issues require immediate attention. If you want to schedule a same-day appointment, all you need to do is give our office a call. One of our knowledgeable, friendly team members will ask about your situation and help you figure out how urgent the situation truly is. Then they will schedule your appointment and give you any first-aid advice you might need.
			

			
				During your same-day appointment, we will help you find relief from any discomfort you’re experiencing, and we will determine the best approach for treatment based on the specifics of your situation.
			

			
				How Do I Find the Best Place to Get Dental Work Done?
			

			
				There are many factors to think about when choosing a dental practice. Generally speaking, you will want a dentist who:
			

				
					Will take your dental insurance plan.
				
	
					Has a convenient location.
				
	
					Offers various services that allow them to meet your specific oral health needs.
				


			
				You can make a list of the criteria that matter the most to you before looking for a dental office that fits the bill. Additionally, you can check the practice’s online reviews if you want to know what past patients think of it.
			

			
				How Much Does a Dental Checkup and Cleaning Cost in Carrollton, TX?
			

			
				Regular dental checkups and cleanings are essential for preventing small dental issues from turning into serious emergencies. While the average cost of a checkup and cleaning in the United States is anywhere between $200 and $350, the amount that you end up paying is generally influenced by the geographic location of the dental practice as well as the current state of your mouth. There’s also your dental insurance to take into account; our team can go over your benefits with you and explain what the final out-of-pocket cost will look like.
			

			
				What Level of Education is Required to Be a Dentist?
			

			
				In the United States, an individual needs to have one of two degrees to be considered a dentist: a DMD (Doctor of Dental Medicine) or a DDS (Doctor of Dental Sciences). Both of these degrees can only be earned after three years of study at an accredited dental school. It should be noted that dentists don’t stop learning after graduation; to retain their licenses, they are required to complete continuing education hours.
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            Dental Special Offers

            
                
                    $89 New Dental Patient Exam
                

                Includes: Exam, X-Rays & Cleaning + Free Whitening For Life

                Excludes: Perio Treatment

                View Offer 

            
            
                
                    Free Whitening for New Dental Patients*
                

                *Valid for New Patients ONLY with Completed Treatment

                View Offer 

            
            
                
                    Dental Implant Special for $997*
                

                *Includes Free Whitening For Life

                View Offer 

            
            
                
                    Free Dental Implant Consultation
                

                View Offer 

            
        
    




       

  

   
     
         Need more information? Ask us a question.

         
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
             
         

     

       
            
        

   

   
     Ready to get started?

     Request an Appointment
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            Office Hours
            
                Monday9:00am - 5:30pm
                

                Tuesday9:00am - 5:30pm
                

                Wednesday9:00am - 5:30pm
                

                Thursday9:00am - 5:30pm
                

                FridayBy Appointment Only
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